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INTRODUCTION

The stable interaction between material particles forms system. Systems are similar ones or single one. Momentary interaction of particles is phenomenon of Mutable Nature. Frequency of correlation phenomenon forms process.

Energy interaction of elements of system is inner interaction/ Energy interaction of elements of system with outward elements is external interaction.

Stable state of system forms inner interaction, which more external interaction. Unstable state of system forms external interaction, which more inner interaction. System is slow phenomenon of change of energy interaction. Intensification of external interaction of elements does not stabilize collective organization of system. Intensification of inner interaction of elements stabilizes collective organization of system. Autonomous system has inner interaction, which more external interaction. Outward environment intensify interaction with autonomous systems. Environment defines other collective organization of systems. It reorganizes systems in quality necessary ones. The external interaction reorganizes inner interaction on law of steady development of collective organization, if external interaction of elements of system is more then inner interaction. Change of interaction conduct to change of space states. Changes of space states give birth to information and information interaction of elements of Mutable Nature. Information defines quality and quantity changes of energy interaction of elements.

Information is wide-spread energy signals about change of energy interaction of elements. Signals define measure and cycles interaction of elements. Waves and vibrations are information signals. Information interaction of elements has cycles and proportion of energy interaction. Information interaction regulates energy interaction of elements. Intensification of external interaction gives birth to new systems. Intensification of inner interaction stabilizes systems. Weakening of inner interaction dismembers no interaction systems.

SYSTEM SYNERGY OF THE UNIVERSE

Supreme Nature is substance with permanent inner energy interaction of elements. It defines proportion of energy interaction of elements of different worlds. Interactions of elements of Supreme Nature on all laws are more interactions of elements of Mutable Nature. Supreme Nature carries out interactions with constant cycles of alteration in time involution for preservation of permanency.
Vibrations with constant cycle of change are spirit. Spirit gives birth to proportion, directs development of systems. Spirit of life directs collective development of astral and material world. Spirit of good directs individual and collective development of mental world.

Supreme Nature interaction with Mutable Nature through life and good spirit interacts with Mutable Nature. It is external interaction for Mutable Nature. This interaction is constantly. It directs development of collective organization of Mutable Nature.


Life and good spirit give birth to interactions with fickle cycles and signals about it. Signals and interactions with fickle cycles consist, accordingly, from signals and interactions with constant cycles with necessary measure of force, vibration and time in different interval of development of alterations.

Life spirit of material elements has vibrations accordance with nature and essence of their energy interaction. It carries out alteration of energy interaction on law of steady development of collective organization and it gives birth to signals about nature, measure and cycle of interaction.

Spirit of material elements carries out information interaction with signals. Life and good spirit lead energy interactions to proportion and cycle according to information interaction. Vibrations of spirit are constant signals of Supreme Nature.

Supreme Nature, as eternal Absolute, keeps cycles of spirit. Constant cycles of vibration of alteration of life and good spirit give birth to fickle cycles and direct them with signals on law of steady development of collective organization. Life and good spirit carry out steady development of collective organization of Universe on base of fickle cycles. Fickle cycles of interactions define differences of Mutable Nature in space and time. Supreme Spirit Nature is result of interaction of life spirit and current from kernel of earth. Person souls, spirit of good as spirit of love and spirit of boons are elements of Supreme Spirit Nature. Spirit of love performs unification origin. Spirit of boons performs creative origin. Soul with spirit of good is stable spirit element.

**SOCIAL HARMONIC COMMUNICATION**

Interaction of stable spirit personalities give birth social system with spirit well-being. Information energy interaction of spirit personalities give birth social system with social well-being of steady development of collective organization.

Social system with civil well-being is system with unstable collective organization, but with steady development of self-realization of citizens. Social system with spirit, civil, social and material well-being is stable system of steady development external interaction with surrounding Nature over eternal spirit cycle [1]. Eternal spirit cycle forms into social system with spirit well-being. It is social system of self-organization.


Person with harmonic weltanschauung has moral consciousness, humane spirit, good will and healthy organism. Proportion moral consciousness and humane spirit for creation of good conducts personality to sensible truthful choice. Sensible truthful choice of harmonic cultural rational values conducts personalities and society to harmony with Nature. Harmony of personalities, society and Nature shows as result of self-organization inner interaction of society with external interaction of Nature on law of collective organization development.

Society with spirit, civil, social and material well-being is harmonic civil society of self-organization with eternal spirit cycle [1-14]. Society forms cycle of steady development over eternal spirit cycle. Humanity with eternal spirit cycle and cycle of steady development enters to harmony with Supreme Nature and preserves integrity of Universe.
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